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lisbon’s impor tance as a modern European economic 
centre and its reputation as a hotbed of culture have meant that the 
City of Seven Hills has been able to define itself independently of its 
influences, while embracing its rich history. But the city is increasingly 
being praised for its dining, where chefs inspired by Europe’s 
gastronomic flair and Lisbon’s multicultural melting pot are driving a 
new wave of revered restaurants, alongside traditional eateries. 

WHERE TO STAY
A culinary hop of Lisbon requires more than a dinner reservation; 
tasting menus, expertly curated wine lists, mouth-watering pasteis 
and cocktails mean that a well-located and comfortable hotel should 
also be on the menu. AlmaLusa, perched on the corner of the tranquil 
Praça do Município, is the perfect place to bed down, being a stone’s 
throw from the famous Praça do Comércio and the waterfront; the 
luxury brand hotspot of Chiado; and the hip Bairro Alto. Other well-
heeled areas like Príncipe Real are a cinch to get to from here, thanks 
to the efficient l Metro system (the nearest station is Baixa/Chiado).

Nothing at the 28-bedroom AlmaLusa is over-opulent, though there 
is a relaxed luxury here perfectly suited to this city. 
Accessible room rates make it the ideal choice for 
younger executives aspiring to a certain level of 
luxury, while avoiding the clichés and stuffiness of 
more ubiquitous five-star hotels. 

Hotel staff, while informed and invaluably 
helpful when required, largely leave guests to 
their own devices; rather than unnecessary 
in-room luxuries, the emphasis is on location 
and decor, which is both modern and rustic. 
The grand, renovated 18th century building that 
once housed Lisbon’s weapons arsenal offers 
unusual architecture, while interior details 
are contemporary but reference the country’s 
homespun traditions, exclusively using Portuguese 
materials. Take breakfast on the terrace, which 
offers views of the neoclassical City Hall building 
across Praça do Município.Hotel AlmaLusa

Pastéis de nata at Pastéis de Belém
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WHERE TO EAT
Within walking distance from AlmaLusa are a 
number of the country’s best restaurants. Situated 
on a scenic street in Baixa, Belcanto (Largo de 
São Carlos, 10) is the pinnacle of contemporary 
Portuguese dining, thanks to Jose Avillez, 
considered to be the finest chef in the country. His 
restaurant is the only two Michelin-starred spot 
in Lisbon. Opt for one of Avillez’s tasting menus, 
which are a masterclass in surprise and flavour, 
with the kitchen team artfully preparing plates 
that showcase the best seasonal produce available 
in the region. Highlights include the stunningly 
simple sea bass poached in seawater, topped with sea vegetables and 
clams, cockles and bivalves; and the “Garden of the goose that laid the 
golden egg”: an umami-packed creation featuring a gold leaf-covered, 
runny goose egg on a bed of truffle, mushrooms and crunchy bread. 
Book ahead – there is usually at least a two-month waiting list.

If reserving a table at Belcanto proves an impossibility, hip hangout 
Mini-Bar (Rua António Maria Cardoso, 58) does a fine job at making 
Avillez’s cooking accessible. This cosmopolitan restaurant-bar is 
the place to come for elevated cooking in a trendy, informal setting. 
Cocktails are punchy and feature unusual flavour notes; while dishes 
take Avillez’s Michelin-worthy ideas and distil them into delectable 
bites of Portuguese tapas. Dishes like Ferrero Rocher foie gras; tuna 
tartare temaki cone with spicy soy; and roasted chicken skin with 
avocado cream, cottage cheese, piri piri and lemon are not what they 
seem, and encapsulate the kitchen’s aim of confounding expectations. 

Further towards the business district by São Sebastiao is Eleven 
(Rua Marquês de Fronteira) – Joachim Koerper’s Michelin-starred 
restaurant. With spectacular views across the Tagus and above 
Lisbon’s terracotta-coloured roofs, Eleven was one of the city’s first 
destination restaurants. Tables are typically taken by besuited gents 
discussing deals over the comprehensive wine list, and Koerper’s 
fine dining dishes that update culinary traditions from around the 
Mediterranean. The real showstoppers here are the view and the room 
itself; floor to ceiling windows allow the space to flood with sunlight.

For a more traditional, laid-back eating experience, head to Bairro 
Alto: a central swathe of the city popular with hipsters and students, 
known for its vibrant street art, bars and bustling Portuguese 
restaurants serving local produce. Many of the white striplight 
laden joints have stood for years, serving petiscos – small plates 
accompanied with an ice-cold beer or a glass of Douro valley vino.

And what gastronomic trip to Lisbon would be 
complete without a visit to Portugal’s most famous 
foodie destination: the home of pastéis de nata, Pastéis 
de Belém (Rua de Belém, 84-92). These addictive 
caramelised egg tart pastries have become one of the 
city’s most popular offerings, and this pastry shop has 
been open since 1837, cooking up pastéis from a recipe 
passed down by Belém’s monks. You may have to queue 
– but these sweet things are worth the wait.

Rates at AlmaLusa Baixa/Chiado start at £125 
per room per night. For further information, visit 
www.almalusahotels.com

Mini-Bar

“The garden of the goose that laid 
the golden egg” at Belcanto

Eleven
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